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PREFACE TO ELEMENTS
Lot 19 is situated in a major retail and transit hub of the Rathburn District; adjacent to a major Square One mall entrance and City Centre Transit
Terminal (CCTT). Naturally, the site location has a greater influx of pedestrian traffic. Though the influx of traffic is not only by regular traffic, but as
students of Sheridan make their way to and from the CCTT and as people enter and exit the major Square One entry. Not only on the street is it visible,
but inside the newly renovated entry of Square One (made of primarily curtain wall). From the view inside Square One, the curtain wall literally frames
the site for perfect view. It would be an architectural travesty to not take advantage of this location; just begging to stand-out as a way finding landmark.

Dali drive, is in the view shed to Station Gate Square to the north-west. The building corner of Square One drive and Dali drive is facing South with
absolutely no obstructions to sunlight (Square One Mall and CCTT are low rise building to the southwest and south-east, respectively).
The overall concept of the building is the four primary elements (fire, water, wind, earth), as an answer to the multi-purpose and challenges of lot
19. The elements not only represent physical phenomena, but also reflect emotional states, embodied into the building itself. Fire as a vigor focus for the
lot location, earth as security and grounding for commerce, water for its calming atmosphere and wind as its high spirit and carefree nature to breathe
life into its residents.
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SITE AND RETAIL
When considering which of the two A-street will have the main
entrance to the building, Dali drive made the best fit. Since Square One
drive is the more established and busier of the two A-streets. It's better
economic practice to have the primary entrance located on the lesser of the
two A-streets in order to maximize retail frontage location for Sqaure One
drive.
Also, the main entrance is recessed, not only by the exterior form, but
also by inner retail spaces surrounding it (#102). This was a deliberate
attempt to maximize the window space for retail frontages.

When considering the retail entry locations, all retail entrances were
placed along the two A-streets. This is to increase the leasable value of the
spaces.
The leasable space at the corner of Dali/Salva (Room #115) will be
a restaurant in order to make use of the courtyard space along the Salva
drive. The reasoning for this is twofold. Firstly, the courtyard space adds
intrinsic and leasable value to the property. Secondly, it needs to be at the
one of the two ends of the building to avoid conflict with the interior service

corridor. For security reasons, restaurant customers should not be given the
opportunity to venture throughout the service corridor. Also, the by having
the food courtyard by the B-street, passersby will have a brief glimpse of the
atmosphere, service and food of the restaurant.
Barring the southeast corner, the entire ground structure and street
stark contrast between fire and earth aspects are akin to the ROM
pedestrian level, the ground level is brick and concrete with the fire element

creeping in between entrances as it rises above. Furthermore, the materials
used is brick with concrete cornices highlights and curtain wall glazing. The
physical connection of brick and concrete to earth is obvious, but they
express environment of sturdiness and security. On both A - street frontages,
the vertical elements are equally spaced and highlight the retail entrances.
The equally spaced entrances are for the purpose of creating a stable and
practical pattern. The vertical elements also help in breaking up the
horizontal elements.
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SITE LEGEND
BUILDING ENTRY
RETAIL ENTRY
BUILDINGS
GLASS ENCLOSURE
SIDEWALK/PATH
GREEN SPACE
BIKE LANE
PARKING W/ PAVERS
ROAD W/ ASPHALT
GARAGE ENTRY
FOOD COURT

BUILDING LEGEND
LOBBY
ELEVATOR
MECHANICAL/JANITOR
STAIRS
FRONT DESK
WATER CLOSET
LEASABLE SPACE 1
LEASABLE SPACE 2
LEASABLE SPACE 3
SERVICE CORRIDOR

SITE FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SITE AND RETAIL
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OFFICE SPACES
The leasable office spaces are typical, except for one. The largest

The readily apparent south-west corner is a combination of steel and
glazing in the shape of fire. This is to embody the focal point of fire in ancient
gatherings. Also a way finding spot; light houses for ships near shore and

structure and shape. The space also makes for unique CEO office space
overlooking the downtown core, full view of the absolute towers.

with street front and interior entrances. It will be the only retail frontage with
a publically accessible entrance to serve the residents and office employees.
As for streets ide appeal; locals, tourists, students and commuters can, with
great confidence, reference the building as a way finding spot to the CCTT,
Square One and Sheridan University to anyone unfamiliar with the area.

occupied by business. The ground level is street level retail (corner itself a
A separate interior glass enclosed stairwell gives access to all floors for this
primary office tenant.
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LEGEND
LOBBY
ELEVATOR
MECHANICAL/JANITOR
STAIRS
LEASABLE OFFICE 2
LEASABLE OFFICE 3
OPEN TO BELOW/ABOVE

SECOND FLOOR

THIRD FLOOR

OFFICE SPACES
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SENIOR APARTMENTS RESIDENCES
The wind element is personified as flexible and high in the building
senior resident apartments where the balcony resides. The wavy glazing is
an essential piece in connecting the other elements of the building; the
changes from fire to wind to water. Also, given the street side view, the
higher and recessed floors gives the appearance of being higher and more
distant than in actuality. Wind also represents lively, young and carefree
spirit; senior residents to feel young again in a very modern building.

The residential suites are typically sized according to the PEEL
Affordable Housing Guidelines. All corner units are sized for two or three
bedrooms, whereas the interior units are single bedroom suites. The interior
corner of the building without sunlight is designated as a common space;
gym, floor space, etc..
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LEGEND
LOBBY/CORRIDOR
ELEVATOR
MECHANICAL/JANITOR
STAIRS
1 BEDROOM
2 BEDROOM
3 BEDROOM
BALCONY W/ GREEN
COMMON ROOM
LEASABLE OFFICE 3
OPEN TO BELOW/ABOVE

FOURTH FLOOR

FIFTH FLOOR

SENIOR APARMENT RESIDENCES
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Entry way with closet

Spacious full kitchen

Three piece bathroom with closet
Four seat bar seating
Stacked washer/dryer

Open living room with balcony view

Single bedroom with closet

Large 10sqm balcony with green space

SINGLE BEDROOM INTERIOR
With the focus of the suites for seniors, elevations and steps in floors
were not incorporated as trip hazards and slipping are cited as the most
common injuries to seniors. Though, used are flooring materials with better
friction: carpets (to avoid the use of rugs as well) and textured tiles. Whereas
vinyl or hardwood flooring were avoided due to potential for slipping. But
doors and kitchen cabinets are made of wood to keep elements of a
traditional home atmosphere
.
Window glazing is maxed by the concept of the building, but also

serves to illuminate all spaces to avoid trip accidents due to lack of visibility.
The two rooms adjacent to glazing are the bedroom and living space. The
living space is open to the kitchen, where a countertop bar seating space is
incorporated as means to open more light into the kitchen.
While the enormous light is helpful in preventing injury, the downside
is the lack of privacy from outdoor views. To address this issues, the bedroom
side is a green roof space. Whereas the living room side is a useable space
(outdoor bbq, seating, etc)
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